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Cutting diameter 40cm*

Opening width 130cm

Excavator size 13 ton (minimum)

Hydraulic flow 80-150 l/min

M50ex for Rails and Roads

Weight 830 kg

Hydraulic pressure 240 bar

Add-ons available

Real-time reporting available

M50ex cuts big trees and works
efficiently in brush and in willow thickets. 

The powerful Risutec M50ex guillotine
cutter comes with separate cutting and
grappling arms. Risutec M50ex also
works as a delimber; you can move the
shear along the tree trunk to delimb
branches.

Ask Our Local Partner for Parts and
Service
Our local partner will assist you in
selecting the right productivity add-ons
for the job. Rotators and tilts in addition
to extension arms may be necessary for
the most economical work. ATSE is
specialized in finding the right kit for
your job!
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Our local partner All terrain

services and equipment (pty) ltd
specializes in the importation,

marketing and selling of
specialized equipment.

Risutec
Forestry companies and

operators are increasingly
realizing the benefits of

integrated forestry operations
with the help of Risutec. We

provide proven forestry
machinery for maximizing yields
profitably - serving the largest
forestry companies and most

innovative contractors globally.

Automate reporting with the ASTA system.
ASTA provides the location, area, and bunch
locations from cleared areas along with
productivity and time reporting. 

Transparent Reporting

Risutec's ASTA system is
connected to the
excavator joystick
buttons. The most
common functions can be
pre-programmed to suit
the contractor's job.

ASTA is an Android
application that, with the
help of a central
processing unit and other
peripherals such as an
antenna, enables a new,
more efficient and more
transparent contracting.
ASTA is available for
download from the
Google Play Store.

Sort different species with
the bunching feature for
subsequent collection.

Dependant  on the tree species


